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Planting a Rainbow
A group learns the value of teamwork as one animal after another joins in the effort to pull a giant carrot out of the ground.
Based on a Russian folktale.

Fruits and Vegetable Cutting Books for Toddlers
This Alphabet and Fruits Activity Workbook for Kindergarten provides wholesome entertainment for preschoolers and kids.
Learning fruit names, shapes, and colors could be a lot of fun, but what makes this workbook perfect is that it contains a
whole range of other fun activities that will build your child's vocabulary, observational skills, and motor skills. This
workbook effectively engages your kid's interest and advances their skills progressively. In this book, you will find: 26
colored fruit rewriting exercises 26 dot-to-dot fruit puzzles Finding fruits games Multiple Choice Activities Words to Picture
Matching exercises Alphabet Posters Large size - 8.5 x 11" Premium material that doesn't let the ink bleed This workbook
might just be the next perfect gift for your little ones. With over 100 fun activities for practice, your child will have a blast
learning to be creative.

The Montessori Toddler
Turn your home into a Montessori home—and become a more mindful, attentive, and easygoing parent. It’s time to change
the way we see toddlers. Using the principles developed by the educator Dr. Maria Montessori, Simone Davies shows how to
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turn life with a “terrible two” into a mutually rich and rewarding time of curiosity, learning, respect, and discovery. With
hundreds of practical ideas for every aspect of living with a toddler, here are five principles for feeding your child’s natural
curiosity, from “Trust in the child” to “Fostering a sense of wonder.” Step-by-step ways to cultivate daily routines with ease,
like brushing teeth, toilet-training, dealing with siblings, losing the pacifier. Plus learn how to: Stay composed when your
toddler is not and set limits with love and respect—without resorting to bribes or punishment Set up your home and get rid
of the chaos Create Montessori activities that are just right for your one-to-three-year-old Raise an inquisitive learner who
loves exploring the world around them See the world through your toddler’s eyes and be surprised and delighted by their
perspective Be your child’s guide—and truly celebrate every stage

I Know an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Pie
Fruits and Vegetables are good for Kids. Let's color them! There are big dots INSIDE each artwork to guide kids to dot on.
The DOTS are BIG and perfectly fit the dot markers. Big and Bold artwork makes it perfect to use with dot markers. Bound
Coloring Book: No loose papers. This Dot markers activity book has 25 coloring pages with a combination of different
artworks Giant size 8.5" x 11" Pages perfect for little hands. High quality glossy cover Single-sided pages so your little one
can use markers without the nuisance of bleed-through. Works great with dauber dawgs markers, dab o ink markers, dab
and dot markers, crazy dot markers, do a dot art markers, dab markers and more! Little boys and girls love our Dot dauber
activity book. Coloring is a great way for kids to relax and express themselves creatively. We have many and many more of
Dot coloring books for toddlers, Just click on the Author Name - Two Tender Monsters

Farm Animal Counting
Fun and creative activities to stimulate your toddler every day of the year The Toddler's Busy Book contains 365 screen-free
activities for one-and-a-half- to three-year-olds using things found around the home. It shows parents and daycare providers
how to: Prevent boredom during the longest stretches of rainy days with ideas for indoor play, kitchen activities, and arts
and crafts projects. Stimulate your child's natural curiosity with entertaining math, language, and motor-skills activities.
Encourage your child's physical, mental, and emotional growth with fun music, food, water, and outdoor activities.
Celebrate holidays and other occasions with special projects and activities. Keep toddlers occupied during long car trips or
crosstown errands. The Toddler's Busy Book is written with warmth and sprinkled with humor and insight. It should be
required reading for anyone raising or teaching toddlers.

My Garden
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Canadian offering of End of the Rainbow Fruit Salad

Ten Red Apples
In this story, readers get to visit local farmers, fill baskets with fresh fruits and vegetables, and then head home to cook a
feast, all with goodies from the farmers' market! Featuring Stefan Page's graphic art, this delightful ebook is filled with bold
splashes of color and unique patterns. Plus, this is a fixed-format version of the book, which looks nearly identical to the
print version.

100 Easy STEAM Activities
Know any kids who don’t like veggies? Here is a book that’s sure to change their hungry minds! With a raucous, rhyming
text, Rah, Rah, Radishes! celebrates fresh vegetables, nature’s bright colors, and the joy of healthy eating. The book’s
interactive spirit encourages kids to join in on the read-aloud fun, and little ones won’t be able to resist the book’s vibrant
photographs—they’re a feast for the eyes!

The Very Hungry Caterpillar
ABC SERIES is a set of a number of books which contains over 100 books so each book is available with 3 versions: 1- Black
& white version. 2- Color version. 3- E-Book version. NOTE: EACH COPY IS TOTALLY DIFFERENT FROM OTHER COPIES FOR
THE SAME BOOK! all of these books contain lovely, amazing and charming ACTIVITIES for kids, children, tweens, older kids,
toddlers, boys, girls and adults. this series is activity books that include lots of GAMES so your kids will be very enjoyed and
best learner. Use the look inside feature {Amazon Website Users} or see the back cover images {Mobile app users} to get
a feel for the stunning interior of these beautiful books. Exclusively Designed by BILAL JD & Shipped Fast by Amazon. click
{add to cart} to get your stunning books now. Make sure to check out the previous & upcoming other books and series, all
what you need to do is visiting our amazon author page under the name of BILAL JD

Fruits and Vegetables Coloring Book
A hermit crab who has outgrown his old shell moves into a new one, which he decorates and enhances with the various sea
creatures he meets in his travels.

The Surprise Garden
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An old woman gobbles up all the food in an enormous Thanksgiving dinner, to the amazement of those around her.

Gregory, the Terrible Eater
This educational and enjoyable book helps children understand how to plant bulbs, seeds, and seedlings, and nurture their
growth. Lois Ehlert's bold collage illustrations include six pages that present all the flowers of each color of the rainbow.

The Fruit Group
A lion, a dog, and a tiger balance apples on their heads.

100+ No-Sew Fabric Crafts For Kids
Greg Pizzoli's beloved Geisel Award-winning gem playfully taps kids' classic question about what could happen if they
swallow a seed. Crocodile loves watermelon, but what will happen when his greatest fear of swallowing a watermelon seed
comes to pass? Will vines sprout out his ears? Will his skin turn pink? Only one thing is certain: his wild imagination will
have kids laughing out loud and begging for another read. With perfect comic pacing, bold color and dynamic sense of
design, three-time Theodor Seuss Geisel Award recipient Greg Pizzoli's picture book debut transforms this familiar childhood
anxiety into a contemporary classic read-aloud perfect for fans of I Want My Hat Back. "[A]n expert debut." -- Publishers
Weekly (starred review) "Children will love this hilarious book. The story has broad appeal, making it a great first purchase."
-- School Library Journal (starred review) Don't miss these other favorite books by Greg Pizzol: The Book HogGood Night
OwlNumber One SamTempleton Gets His WishThis Story is For YouThe Twelve Days of Christmas

Tops & Bottoms
Berries, apples, melons, and grapes; oranges, grapefruits, bananas -- yum! This scrumptious picture book, a companion to
The Vegetables We Eat, offers youngsters an inviting, information-packed cornucopia of favorite fruits. Gail Gibbons
combines a clear, simple text with her signature illustrations to present fruit facts galore: the parts of fruits, where and how
they grow, harvesting, processing, where to buy them, and how to enjoy them as part of a healthy diet.

Oliver's Fruit Salad
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Oliver, star of Oliver's Vegetables, is back from his healthy week eating vegetables at his grandpa's house. Suddenly, the
fruit at home doesn't seem quite good enough for Oliver. What is his mum to do? Part of a bestselling series that has sold
over 200,000 copies in the UK and export alone. Other titles in this series include Oliver's Vegetables and Oliver's
Milkshake.

The Carrot Seed 60th Anniversary Edition
"Sometimes books can make our mouths water, and this volume, full of beautiful pictures of fruits and vegetables, will do
just that. The at-level text and supporting photographs encourage a healthy and colorful diet, while presenting a cornucopia
of vocabulary for fruits and vegetables, such as bananas, strawberries, and peppers. A concluding question asks readers to
muse about which is their favorite, a fun way to review an impressive, and important, word list."

A Visit to the Farmers' Market
When a little boy plants a carrot seed, everyone tells him it won't grow. But when you are very young, there are some
things that you just know, and the little boy knows that one day a carrot will come up. So he waters his seed, and pulls the
weeds, and he waits First published in 1945 and never out of print, this timeless combination of Ruth Krauss's simple text
and Crockett Johnson's eloquent illustrations creates a triumphant and deeply satisfying story for readers of all ages.

Handa's Surprise
After sowing unmarked seeds, three youngsters wait expectantly for their garden to grow.

We're Going to the Farmers' Market
While helping the Renkinses harvest their apples, George discovers a giant cider press inside the barn! As usual, George’s
curiosity gets the best of him, and he accidentally starts the machine. Suddenly all of the apples they’ve collected are being
washed, chopped, and squished into liquid! Will George be able to collect the cider and stop the machine, or will he find
himself in an even stickier situation?

Alphabet and Fruits Workbook for Kindergarten
Exciting Activities for Young Artists, Scientists and Engineers Spark your curiosity with these fun games and creative
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projects to learn early concepts in Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math. These incredible activities from Andrea
Scalzo Yi, creator of Raising Dragons, make learning such a blast, you’ll forget you’re doing it! Feeling bored on a rainy day?
Now you can pick a project, gather your supplies and let the magic happen. Try far-out science experiments like making
Shaving Cream Rain Clouds or Lava Lamps. Make math-time snack-time with delicious Cream-Filled Cookie Fractions.
Unlock boundless creativity with art projects like Marbled Paper or Monster Bugs. With seasonal activities like the Pool
Noodle Obstacle Course and Erupting Pumpkins, there are games to love year-round. Have fun learning early ideas in
chemistry, physics, computing, color-mixing and so much more, all while problem-solving and working together with
friends. With projects that use common household items and require little adult supervision, 100 Easy STEAM Activities is
the ultimate resource for an amazing, creative day of learning.

Vegetables and Fruits. Coloring Book for Kids and Toddlers
Alphabet Fruits
45 carefully rendered images of plants range from the diminutive currant, raspberry, grape, and pea to such substantial
foods as the pineapple, sweet potato, cabbage, and watermelon. Accompanying notes provide popular and scientific
names, plus information on color, climatic region in which the plants grow, and their uses. An excellent learning tool for
youngsters and a delight for horticulturists of all ages.

Ten Apples Up on Top!
Describes what happens to a bean as it is soaked, planted, watered, repotted, and eventually produces pods with more
beans inside.

Dot Markers Activity Book
I Know Fruits and Vegetables
A perfect learning activity workbook for toddlers, either boys or girls for their fun & exciting learning of Fruits, all done while
super fun coloring! Cute fruits coloring book for kids with illustrations that are very easy, simple and big. There are lots of
cute things to color such as an apple, banana, blueberry, cherry, gooseberry, orange, kiwi, lemon, cantaloupe, peach, plum,
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raspberry, starfruit, grapes, pineapple, grapes, pineapple, persimmon, pear, strawberry, currants, pomegranate, sour sop,
fig, watermelon, durian and lychee. Ideal for toddlers and young kids. The coloring will improve your child's pencil grip as
well as helping them to develop their imagination and fulfill your child's imagination and rising the creativity brain's
part.Buy Now to start fun learning for little one.

Growing Vegetable Soup
Simple text and photographs present the foods that are part of the fruit group and their nutritional importance.

The Toddler's Busy Book
Have you ever seen a banana in a bikini? Or a tangerine in trunks? What about grapes in goggles? In this uproarious followup to Vegetables in Underwear, kids will learn that there are many kinds of suits—including suits for swimming, surfing,
sunbathing, and scuba diving. But can you wear a business suit to the beach? Fruits in Suits has the same irreverent
silliness as Vegetables in Underwear and shows just how much fun swimsuits can be—and how important it is to hold on to
them when you jump into the water!

Fruits in Suits
Hare solves his family’s problems by tricking rich and lazy Bear in this funny, energetic version of an old slave story. With
roots in American slave tales, Tops & Bottoms celebrates the trickster tradition of using one’s wits to overcome hardship.
“As usual, Stevens’ animal characters, bold and colorful, are delightful. . . . It’s all wonderful fun, and the book opens,
fittingly, from top to bottom instead of from side to side, making it perfect for story-time sharing.”--Booklist

Rah, Rah, Radishes!
This Coloring Book is for boys and girls aged from 2 to 8 years old (Coloring book for preschoolers and toddlers) and will
help your children learn the name of fruits, vegetables and their colors. The Coloring book is packed with the best fruits and
vegetables for you to spend a colorful time with your kids or let them enjoy it by themselves. Kids will love coloring them
all! This is a coloring book with 28 pages to color that keeps little ones busy and entertained for hours. Kids can use pencils,
crayons or felt tip (if felt tip - I would not recommend to color both sides) and they can then pin up the best coloring pages
in their rooms. Each drawing is high quality that will appeal to make the little ones grab their favourite pens and start
coloring!I hope you will enjoy my coloring book.I would also really appreciate it if you could write a feedback.Cheers and
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thanks in advance!

Curious George Apple Harvest
A big board book edition of Eric Carle's classic, The Very Hungry Caterpillar. The Very Hungry Caterpillar has been
enchanting generations of toddlers for over forty years. Now you can share this enduring story in a brand new big board
book format, perfect for the home, library or nursery classroom. Eric Carle is an internationally bestselling and awardwinning author and illustrator of books for very young children. Eric lives in Massachusetts with his wife, Barbara. The
Carles opened The Eric Carle Museum of Picture Book Art in Massachusetts in 2002. Don't miss all the other Very Hungry
Caterpillar and Eric Carle books- The Very Hungry Caterpillar; Eric Carle's Very Special Baby Book; Polar Bear, Polar Bear,
What do You Hear?; The Very busy Spider; The Very Quiet Cricket; The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse; 1, 2, 3 to the Zoo;
Baby Bear, Baby Bear, What do you See?; The Very Hungry Caterpillar Pop-Up Book; Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You
Hear?; The Very Hungry Caterpillar's Buggy Book; Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?; The Bad-Tempered
Ladbybird; The Very Hungry Caterpillar- Little Learning Library; The Very Hungry Caterpillar- Touch and Feel Playbook; My
Very First Book of Words; The Very Hungry Caterpillar Book and Toy; Little Cloud; Today is Monday; My Very First Book of
Shapes; The Very Hungry Caterpillar's Sound Book; The Very Hungry Caterpillar; From Head to Toe; The Very Hungry
Caterpillar Big Board Book; Draw Me a Star; Mister Seahorse; Do You want to be My Friend?; The Tiny Seed %%%A big
board book edition of Eric Carle's classic, The Very Hungry Caterpillar. The Very Hungry Caterpillar has been enchanting
generations of toddlers for over forty years. Now you can share this enduring story in a brand new big board book format,
perfect for the home, library or nursery classroom. Eric Carle is an internationally bestselling and award-winning author and
illustrator of books for very young children. Eric lives in Massachusetts with his wife, Barbara. The Carles opened The Eric
Carle Museum of Picture Book Art in Massachusetts in 2002. Don't miss all the other Very Hungry Caterpillar and Eric Carle
books- The Very Hungry Caterpillar; Eric Carle's Very Special Baby Book; Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What do You Hear?; The
Very busy Spider; The Very Quiet Cricket; The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse; 1, 2, 3 to the Zoo; Baby Bear, Baby Bear,
What do you See?; The Very Hungry Caterpillar Pop-Up Book; Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear?; The Very Hungry
Caterpillar's Buggy Book; Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?; The Bad-Tempered Ladbybird; The Very Hungry
Caterpillar- Little Learning Library; The Very Hungry Caterpillar- Touch and Feel Playbook; My Very First Book of Words; The
Very Hungry Caterpillar Book and Toy; Little Cloud; Today is Monday; My Very First Book of Shapes; The Very Hungry
Caterpillar's Sound Book; The Very Hungry Caterpillar; From Head to Toe; The Very Hungry Caterpillar Big Board Book; Draw
Me a Star; Mister Seahorse; Do You want to be My Friend?; The Tiny Seed

The I Heart Naptime Cookbook
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More than 100 inspiring recipes and crafts to cook, bake, and create during that precious hour known as naptime. Every
parent knows how magical naptime is-that blissful hour when the house is quiet and you actually have a few moments to
yourself. Now Jamielyn Nye, founder of the popular blog IHeartNaptime.net and mother of three, is making naptime even
more delicious with her highly anticipated first cookbook. With millions of visitors a month, I Heart Naptime has become a
favorite online destination for readers who can't get enough of Nye's easy, kid-pleasing recipes and adorable crafts. From
Fluffy Buttermilk Biscuits to BLT Salad with Homemade Buttermilk Ranch Dressing, One-Pot Cheesy Bacon and Chive
Macaroni, and Cookies 'n' Cream Cupcakes, THE I HEART NAPTIME COOKBOOK features more than 100 recipes that have
you covered for any meal, snack, or sweet craving-and many will even inspire your kids to help in the kitchen! In addition to
recipes, Nye's charming crafts like DIY plates, napkins, and aprons transform any meal into a celebration and makes it easy
to give the perfect gift, from a basket of homemade toffee to birthday cupcakes. An indispensable resource for home cooks
and busy parents, THE I HEART NAPTIME COOKBOOK will make it easy to answer that age-old question, "What's for dinner?"

One Bean
There are ten red apples hanging on the tree. Yippee, fiddle-dee-fee! But one by one, along come the farm animals and
soon there is just one apple left. .. The internationally acclaimed illustrator, Pat Hutchins, brings her celebrated style to this
lively counting book.

The Watermelon Seed
The girl in this book grows chocolate rabbits, tomatoes as big as beach balls, flowers that change color, and seashells in her
garden. How does your garden grow?

The Enormous Carrot
A very picky eater, Gregory the goat refuses the usual goat diet staples of shoes and tincans in favor of fruits, vegetables,
eggs, and orange juice.

The Fruits We Eat
"Dad says we are going to grow vegetable soup." So begins Lois Ehlert’s bright, bold picture book about vegetable
gardening for the very young. The necessary tools are pictured and labeled, as are the seeds (green bean, pea, corn,
zucchini squash, and carrot). Then the real gardening happens . . . planting, weeding, harvesting, washing, chopping, and
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cooking! In the end? "It was the best soup ever." Ehlert’s simple, colorful cut-paper-style illustrations are child-friendly, as is
the big black type. A recipe for vegetable soup tops it all off!

A House for Hermit Crab
100+ fun, no-sew toys, games, and other small treasures. Have fun creating them with children and for children. Includes
dozens of projects with coordinating patterns, plus photo gallery with lots more ideas. Use your favorite novelty fabrics.
Need a quick party favor? A rainy-day game? A gift for a baby or child? You'll find all those and much more in this charming
book of no-sew children's projects - bookmarks, coasters, mobiles, games and toys, party goods, room décor, and holiday
goodies.

Numbers and Counting
Invites young readers to learn the numbers one to ten using simple text, tactile surfaces, and illustrations of farm animals.

Fruits Coloring Book
A beautiful board book edition of a bestselling modern classic, this is the story of Handa, who's part of the Luo tribe in southwest Kenya. Handa decides to take seven pieces of delicious fruit to her friend, Akeyo, who lives in the neighbouring village.
But as Akeyo wonders, 'I wonder what fruit Akeyo will like best?', a series of sneaky animals steal something from Handa's
basket, which she's carrying on her head When Handa reaches Akeyo, will she have anything left to offer her friend? Richly
illustrated, brimming with luscious fruit and cheeky wild animals, this mouth-watering story is for the youngest of readers.
In the best pantomime spirit, children will long to tell Handa what's happening right behind her!

End of the Rainbow Fruit Salad
Fruits And Vegetable Cutting Books For Toddlers is full of different fruits to color, cut out and hang up for more learning
activities. Not only does it provide the fruit it also states the name above each fruit. Learning mixed with fun makes it a lot
easier for kids especially if they are out of school or on summer break! Glossy cover 25 fruits 8.5x11 Add to cart and enjoy
teaching!
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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